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Doughnuts, Dreams and Drama Queens: The Theatrical Third Diary of Bathsheba Clarice De Trop by Leila Rasheed. Bathsheba (Bath for short) is as over the top and original as her name. LIMOUSINES: THE FANTASTIC DIARY OF BATHSHEBA CLARICE DE TROP, she starts off in the third book, DOUGHNUTS, DREAMS AND DRAMA QUEENS: THE. The Diaries of Bathsheba Clarice de Trop Series by Leila Rasheed. Doughnuts, Dreams and Drama Queens: Fantastic Diary of Bathsheba Clarice De Trop Leila Rasheed ISBN: 9780794530303. Offer a fantastic range of 500,000 books from rare 19th century antiquarian books, to your childhood favourites to the latest bestsellers!